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WAVE EQUATIONS WITH FINITE VELOCITY OF PROPAGATION0)

BY

STEPHEN J.BERMAN

ABSTRACT. If B is a selfadjoint translation-invariant operator on the space

L2 of complex-valued functions on n-dimensional Euclidean space which are

square-summable with respect to Lebesgue measure, then the wave equation

d2F/dt2 + B2F = 0 has the solution F(t) = (cos tB)f+ ((sin tB)/B)g, for / and

g in L2. In the classical case in which — B2 is the Laplacian, this solution has

finite velocity of propagation in the sense that (letting supp denote support of a

function) supp F(t) C (supp / u supp g) + K  for all / and g and some compact

set K independent of / and g. We show that a converse holds, namely, if cos:S

has finite velocity of propagation (that is, if supp(cos tB)fC supp/ + K^ for

all / and some compact K ) for three values of t whose reciprocals are inde-

pendent over the rationals, then B   must be a second order differential operator.

If Euclidean space is replaced by a locally compact abelian group which

does not contain the real line as a subgroup, then cos tB has finite velocity of

propagation for all t if and only if it is convolution with a distribution T( such

that all T are supported on a compact open subgroup.

Problems of a similar nature are discussed for compact connected abelian

groups and for the nonabelian group SL(2, R).

Introduction. Let RR be the set of all R-tuples of real numbers with the usual

group structure. The wave equation in n dimensions

(0.1) i!f_v^f=o
St2 Zxdx2

has finite velocity of propagation in the following sense: Suppose that we have a

solution to (0.1) satisfying the initial conditions F(0, x j, x2,- • •, xn) =

/(xj, x2, • • •, xn) and (d/dt)F{0, Xj, • • •, xn) = g(*j»' • •, *n), where / and g are

sufficiently smooth functions. Then if / and g have compact support, so does F

as a function of (x,, • • •, *n) € R" for each fixed / > 0, and in fact if / and g

are both supported on \x e R": |x.| < a. (/=!,•••,«)! for some positive a., then
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F(r, .) is supported on \x e R":       < a. + t (/si,..., «)} (see Petrovsky [9]).

The problem we are concerned with is: to what extent does this property charac-

terize - 2"=1 d2/dx2 among the translation-invariant operators on L2(Rn)? And

what is true if R" is replaced by an arbitrary locally compact abelian group?

Let us first consider translation-invariant operators on groups. Let G be a

locally compact abelian group with dual group T; if x e G and y e T we write

(x, y) or yix) for the value of y at x. Fix a Haar measure on G. If y e G and

/ e L 2(G), we define (Ty/)(x) = /(x - y). Then Ty is clearly an isometry on

L2(G). We recall that the Fourier transform, defined by /ty) = /G (-x, y)f(x)dx

for feLl{G), is an Isometry of L2(G) onto L2(r). If B is an operator defined

on a subspace D of L2(G) with range in L2(G) and D is closed under every

translation T'    then we say that B is translation-invariant if BTy = TyB for all

y eG. Now if /3 is any measurable function pp'T, then we define B on the do-

main D = \feL2(G): ßfeL2(D) by (B/)~ = j8/. It is not hard to show that D is

dense and closed under translations, and B is a closed operator that commutes

with all translations. Conversely, if B is a closed translation-invariant operator

defined on a translation-invariant subspace D of L (G), then there is a mea-

surable function ß on T such that ßfeL2^) and (B/)*= ßf for all /eD; see

Segal [13, p. 454]. If B and ß are related in this way we shall sometimes say

that B is the operator determined by ß or that ß corresponds to B. If ß corre-

sponds to B, then clearly the complex conjugate function ß corresponds to the

adjoint B*, and B is selfadjoint if and only if ß is real. Note that if ß is

positive, then B has a selfadjoint square root, namely the operator determined by

ß^. Furthermore, B is a bounded operator if and only if the corresponding func-

tion ß belongs to L°°(r).

Now consider the differential equation

(0.2) d2F/dt2 + B2F=0

where F is a function of the real variable r with values in a Hilbert space H

and B is a (not necessarily bounded) selfadjoint operator on H. Given any /,

g e H, the function

(0.3) F(r) = (cos UB))/+((sinOB))/B)g

satisfies (0.2) in the sense that

(d2/dt2)(Fit), b)+(F. B2h) = 0

for all b in the domain of B2. Furthermore, F satisfies the initial conditions

F(0) = / and F*(0) = g in the sense that

id/dt)(F(t), b)\fa0- <g. b)

for all h in the domain in B.
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If we take H = L2(R") and B is the square root of -d2/dx\ - ... - d2/dx2n

then the solution (0.3) has finite velocity of propagation in the sense mentioned

above. In Chapter 1 we prove that if (0.3) has finite velocity of propagation and

if B is a closed translation-invariant operator with real corresponding ß, then

B 2 must be a second order differential operator; in fact, it will suffice to con-

sider the operator cos UB) alone. In later chapters we consider the case H =

L 2(G), G a locally compact abelian group.

These results are contained in a thesis submitted to the Mathematics De-

partment of MJ.T. in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree.

The author would like to thank Professor I. E. Segal for suggesting this line of

investigation and for many helpful conversations.

1. The Euclidean case. Let B be a bounded translation-invariant operator

on L2(R"). As discussed above, there is a bounded measurable function jS on

R" such that (S/r= ßf for all /eL2(Rn). The domain of dependence of B is

the smallest closed convex set such that if / eL2(R") has compact support then

supp(ß/) CN + supp(/). The existence of such a set follows from the theory of

distributions (Schwartz [12]), for we may take as N the closed convex hull of the

support of the Fourier transform of the distribution ß; see Foures and Segal [4,

p. 402].
Note that if B is unbounded it may not have a domain of dependence in any

reasonable sense. For example, in the one-dimensional case, if ß(x) =

exp(a|x|), a > 0, then (Bf) = ßf defines a closed translation-invariant operator

on D = ,/eL2(R): ßf eL2(R)j. But if /eD, then / has an analytic extension to

a strip about R in C, so supp(/) = R. Hence supp(B/) CN + supp(/) is true for

all f e D and all nonempty subsets N of R.

The main theorem of this section is the following:

Theorem 1. Let ß be a real-valued measurable function on R" whose square

is equal almost everywhere on R" ro a second degree polynomial, that is,

n n

(1.D (/3(x))2=    £     akfkxl+ £ hxk+ °-
k,I*l;k*l km I ,

Then for any t>0, the map from L2(R") into itself given by

(1.2) / r- ft,   where //x) = /(x)cos (tß{x))

is of norm < 1 and its domain of dependence is contained in \y € R":

IVfcl 5 'V«^» * = 1, • • •, b|.
Conversely, let ß be a real-valued measurable function on R" and suppose

that there are three positive numbers t. (;" = 1, 2, 3) such that [tj : / = 1, 2, 31
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is independent over the rational numbers and such that the map f_» f   defined in

(1.2) has compact domain of dependence for j = 1, 2, 3. Then (/S(x))2 is equal a.e.

to a second degree polynomial.

Remark 1. Theorem 1 solves the problem posed in the introduction, that is,

if cos(/S) has finite velocity of propagation then ß2 is a second order differen-

tial operator.

We break the proof of Theorem 1 into a series of lemmas.

Recall that if ~bl and b2 are complex numbers, then cos(tJj) = cos(&2) if

and only iffcj = ±fc2 + 2m for some integer n. Also recall that an entire function

is one which is defined and analytic everywhere in the complex plane C".

Lemma 1. Let f j and t2 be two real numbers independent over the ralionals

and let ß be a complex-valued measurable function on R" such that cosU^ß) is

constant almost everywhere (o.e.) on R" and cos(/2/3) is equal to an entire func-

tion o.e. on R". Then either ß2 is equal to a constant a.e. on R" or else there

exist integers rjj and «2 such that ß assumes only the four values

ni±n1/tl± n2/t2) a.e. on R".

Proof. Suppose that cos (t j/3(x)) = cos (/j/S(xn)) for a.e. x. Then ß{x) differs

from ±ß(xQ) by an integral multiple of 2n/ty for a.e. x, so that ß (and hence

cos(f2/3)) maps almost all of R" onto a countable set. Hence cos(<2/9) is also

constant a.e.

Now suppose cos(/./3(x)) = cos(r .jS(xn)) for a.e. x and /' = 1,2. Then for

a.e. x e R" there exist integers ni.x) such that

(1.3) ß(x) = ±ß{x0) + 2nn.(x)/tj     ij = 1, 2).

If for some x the signs in (1.3) are the same for ; = 1 and ; = 2, then subtraction

gives 0 = 2tK»1(x)//1 - n2(x)/t2), so that rjj(x) = «2(x) = 0 and ßix) = ±j8(xQ).

Therefore, if the set on which the signs differ has measure 0, then ß2 is a con-

stant a.e. Otherwise, there is a set A of positive measure on which the signs in

(1.3) differ for ; = 1 and / = 2 and addition gives

(1.4) ß{x) = nin1(x)/t1 + n2(x)/t2)    (x e A).

We may assume xQ e A, Hence (1.4) is valid when x = xQ, and from (1.3) we see

that (1.4) must hold for a.e. x and some (perhaps different) integers n^ix), n2(x).

But now if (1.4) holds for x, y and cos(ij/3(x)) = cos(/jj8(y)), then

tKmjGc) + n2(x)/j/r2) differs from ± nin^y) + «2(y)t1/t2) by a multiple of 2tt, and

the independence of tj and t2 implies n;.(x) = ±nf,y). Hence, from (1.4), ß has

the desired form.

Lemma 2. Let t. and t- be two real numbers independent over the rationals
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and let ß be a complex-valued measurable function on R such that cos(/;./3) is

equal a.e. on R to an entire function C. (j = 1, 2). Then either ß2 is equal a.e.

on R to an entire function or else there exist integers »j and n2 such that ß

assumes only the four values niin^t^ ± n2/t2) a.e. on R

Proof. Let IV = jz e C: C .(z) 4 ±1 for / = 1 and 2i Fix xQ e R O W such

that cos(<yjS(xQ)) = C.{x0), j = 1, 2. Define holomorphic functions y. in a neigh-

borhood of xQ by y;(z) = t"1 arc cos(C^.(z)), where any branch of arc cos is

chosen. Then cos (t\y?.) = C\(z) = cos(tjfS) a.e. near xQ, so

(1.5) y;. = ±/3 + 2rr«.//;.   a.e. x     (/ = 1, 2)

where «;. is an integer-valued function. Let A be the set of x for which the

signs in (1.5) differ, B the set where they are the same. Then yt + y2 =

IrAnj/ij + n2/t2) on A, so that if A has positive measure then yj + y2 is con-

stant, and we see easily that the n. are constant on A. Similarly, yj - y2 =

2rAnJt\ - n2lt2) on B, so that if B has positive measure, then yl — y2 is con-

stant and the n. are constant on B. So if both A and B have positive measure,

then the y. are constant, so that the C^. are constant and Lemma 1 applies. So

we may assume that one of A, B has measure 0, in which case the n. are con-

stant on the other and (1.5) holds a.e. for fixed integers n^. By changing the

branches of arc cos used to define y., we may assume ß = ±y;. a.e. Further-

more y\ = y\.

Now each y. determines a (multiple-valued) analytic function in V in the

sense of Saks and Zygmund [ll, p. 247]. Using the fact that arc cos can be de-

fined locally on C.(W), it is easy to see that y. is arbitrarily continuable along

any curve in V beginning at xQ, that cos{tjyf) = C., and that y2 = y2,. Hence

y2 is also arbitrarily continuable. Furthermore, y2 is single-valued. For, if yj

has two values /(z) and g(z) in a nbhd of some zQ, then cos(ty(z)) = cos(/yg(z)),

so that g(z) = ±/(z) + 2rmf,z)/t., and the usual reasoning shows that g is con-

stant or else /= ±g and f2=g2. So y^ is in fact a single-valued analytic function

in Vf. Now if zQ4 W, then y2 is continuous in an annular nbhd of zQ, hence

for any r\ > 0, y2 must map a sufficiently small annular neighborhood of zQ into

a connected component of \w e C: |cos(< jx/ü») - Cj(z0)|< 77!, and these compo-

nents are all bounded for small r/. So y2 has a removable singularity at zfl. Thus

y2 is entire. Finally note that y2 = /32 a.e. on R.

Lemma 3. Let t^ and t2 be two real numbers independent over the rationals

and let ß be a complex-valued measurable function on R" such that cos(t-ß) is

equal a.e. on R" to an entire function C. (j = 1, 2). Then either ß2 is equal

o.e. on R" to a continuous function or else there exist integers n. and n2 such that
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ß assumes only the (out values ir{i-nl/tl ±«2/r2) o.e. on R™.

Proof. Let W = {x £ R": C.(x) ^ ±1 f or / = 1 and 2}. For each x„€F, de-

fine y. in a neighborhood of xn by y. = t 71 arc cos(C?.). By the usual argument,

y.(x) = ±ßix) + lim M/t., so either C. is constant or else ß=±y. a.e. There-

fore, either Lemma 1 applies or else we may change ß on a set of measure 0 so

that /32 is continuous on W. From now on, we assume the latter.

Now let xQ ft W. Suppose Cx0c0) = — 1, the other possibilities being handled

similarly. Let « > 0 and choose a nbhd U of xQ such that |Gj(x) + l| < t for all

x e U, hence |cos(tjj8(x)) + l| < e for all x e 1/ n W. If e is small enough, then

/3(x)2 e {(z/f J)2: \z - kn\ < 1 for some odd integer & j if x e 1/ O W, and each con-

nected component of this set has the form Pk = {(z//j)2: |z - ku\ < l] for some

odd integer k. We wish to show that ß2 maps all of U n W into one of the Pfc.

First we show that each line in a certain direction is mapped into a single Pk, as

follows: The complement of W is the zero set of the entire function (Cj - l).

(Cj + l)(C"2 - l)(C2 + l). By the Weierstrass preparation theorem (see Gunning

and Rossi [5, p. 68]), we can choose coordinates Xj, x-t • • • * *_ for R" so that

in some nbhd of xQ, for every fixed Xj,. • •, xb-1 there exist only finitely many

x   so that (x., •• •, x   ,,x_)/lC. If x„ = (X ,X ), we may assume that
n L n— in ui n *

U = {x = (xj,' • •, xß): |x. - X^| < Tj\ for some r/ > 0. Now fix Xj,. • •, xn_j such

that \x. - X^| < 7], so that there exist yx <y2 <•«• <yl suchthat (Xj,. • •,

*n_ j, y) e W if |y - XJ < 77, unless y = yy for some /. Now each interval

{(Xj,« • •, xn_j, y): y. <y < y7+1 i is connected and contained in U O W, hence is

mapped by ß2 into some Pk. Fix a particular y;., and suppose that ß2 maps

{(x1,...,xB_1,y): yy_j <y <y.} into Pfc and {(xj,. • •, xn_v y): yy<y <y/+ll

into Pm. Let a. (z = 1, 2, 3) be a sequence converging to y;. from above (that is,

a. > y;.) and bi a sequence  converging  to   y. from below. Then

/3(xj, • • •, xB_1?      and /3(xj, • • •, xb_j, 6^) are bounded sequences, hence have

convergent subsequences, and we may assume jS(xj, • • •, xb_ j, af.) —» a,

ßh*Vmm **n-l' hi} ~* h' For p = l, 2, C^Uj,..., xb_j, y;.) = lim. Cp(x1,...,xB_1, af)

= limj. cos(/^j8(xj, • • •, xb_j, af)) = cos(fpa), and this also equals cos(tpt>) by

the same equations. Since (Xj,. • •, xn_lt y;.) 4 W, we have C^ = ±1 at this

point, for p = 1 or 2. Assuming p = 1 for definiteness, we have cos (t^a) =

cos(ij&) = ± 1, hence f ,fl =       and tjb = k2ir for integers &t and k2. But also

cos(r2a) = cos(*2&), so t2a = ±i2r> + 2z7ife for some integer k, or {t2/t^)ky =

±(jt2/t^)k2 + 2k. By the independence of tj and r2, we have &t = ±k2 and a2

= b . It follows that k =m, and that ß maps aii of !(*!.*»_i*y>:

|y - Xj < 7/j O W into a single Pfc.

Suppose that ß2 maps [(Xj,. • •, Xjj_1, y): |y —      < 77I into Pk. Let
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A = |Up       xn_j)eRn_1: ß2 maps |(xt, • • •, xn_v y): \y -Xn\<V\nW into Pj.

Then A is nonempty, since (X j,..., Xß_ j) e A. Also A is open, for if (xj, • • • ,

xn_ j) e A then there exists y such that (xj, • • •, xn_ j, y) e W is mapped by f32

into Pk, hence there exists an open connected set ß in R* containing (Xj, • • •,

*„-l> y)> and /S   must map ß into P^. By the previous paragraph, A contains

the projection of B on R"_1. It follows similarly that A is closed in {(xj, • • •,

*„_l): I*,- "xf \ < 17* J1 - !»•••»* - IK hence A = {(xj,..-, xn-1):     - Xy| < r/,

; = 1, • • •, n - 1}, so that ß2 maps all of U n W into Pfc.

If we define /S(xQ)2 = (fcrr/f j)2 and define ß2 on the rest of the complement

of W in a similar fashion, then it follows easily that ß2 is a continuous function.

Lemma 4. Let ß be a complex-valued junction on C such that ß2 is an en-

tire function. If the entire function cosiß) is of exponential type, then ß2 is a

second degree polynomial.

Proof. By hypothesis there exist constants k and s such that

(1.6) |cos(/3(z))| < kes\z\   for all z e C.

Write )S(z) = u{z) + iviz) where u and y are real-valued. We claim that for every

( > 0 there exists a constant 'V such that

(1.7) \viz)\<{s + e)\z\   for \z\ > N.

For, if not, there exist t > 0 and zn (n = 1, 2, 3, • • •) such that |v(zn)| >

is + *)|zn| and \zn\ —» 00 as n —» 00. Hence |f(zn)| —» 00 and by (1.6) we have

for all n sufficiently large:

2|cos(/S(zn))| = |e     "e      " + e nen\

>e     "   - 1 > c '"'-1

elz I
>e   " A" ̂ cos (#*„))! - 1.

.  But this inequality obviously cannot hold as « —» «>. We have a contradiction and

(1.7) is established.

Now ß2 = «2 -v2 + 2iuv, and so Re(-j82) = v2 - u2 < v2 < is + f)2\z\2 for

large |z|. It follows from the real part Liouville theorem (Titchmarsh [14, p. 87])

that ß2 is a second degree polynomial.

Proof of Theorem 1. If / e L 2(Rn) and /, is defined as in (1.2), then ||/J|2 =

||/(||2 < ||/||2 = ||/||2' If ß is as in (1.1), we may assume that ß is defined every-

where in C™ and satisfies (l.l) everywhere. Then cos(f)3(z)) is an entire func-

tion. Now for each fixed k, I, k> I, we know that i^x^ + akfc]xl + alfcl +

ijXj + bkxk + c is positive for all xk, xl in R, hence the quadratic part is
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positive and a2^ < 4afcfcajj. It follows that, for any fixed e > 0, we have

\ß{z)\2 <&l=](y/ä^ + ()\zk\)2 for \z\ sufficiently large, so that

|cos(f/3U))| < expU\ß(z)\) < exp ̂ X^n/^I + e'\zJ)-

If pr is the distribution on R" whose Fourier transform is cos(/)8), then by the

Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem (Schwartz [12, p. 271]) the support of pt is con-

tained in jy e R": \yk\ < *\/ä~^, k = 1, • • •, n}. This proves the first part of the

theorem.

Conversely, suppose that p and t. are as stated. Then / and /(. have en-

tire extensions which are of exponential type. Hence f Jf is a meromorphic

function on C" equal to cos U-ß) a.e. on R". But / can be chosen to be non-

zero at any prescribed point (for example, if / is identically 1 on the interval

[0, a] and 0 elsewhere, then f{z) = -(e~taz - l)/iz has zeros at z = ±2rr/a,

±4n/a, ±6n/a,'"), so that cosit-ß) has an entire extension which we denote

C\. By Lemma 3, we may assume ß2 is continuous and cos t^ß = C. everywhere

on R". By a theorem of Lindelöf (see Malgrange [8, p. 306]), an entire function

of one variable which is the quotient of entire functions of exponential type must

itself be of exponential type. Hence if we fix any n - 1 of Xj, • • • , %n, then Cy

as a function of the remaining variable is of exponential type. By Lemma 4, ß2

is a second degree polynomial in any one variable when the others are fixed.

Hence ß2 is a polynomial of some degree, say p: ß2(x) = 2|a|=j) caxa+ Q(x),

where deg Q < p - 1 and at least one c a is nonzero. Let w m (u»j,» • •, w^i e R"

be such that 1eawa£ 0. Then if p: R —» R", p(r) = rw, we have ]82(p(r)) =

2c ar'a'u/a + Q(p(r)) = rp2c awa + Q(p(r)). But ß'p satisfies the hypotheses of

Lemmas 2 and 4, so {ß • p) 2 is a second degree polynomial in r, implying p < 2,

as wanted.

Remark 3. Note that if we assume that both cos(iß) and (sin (:B))/3 have

finite velocity of propagation, then it follows more easily that ß2 has an entire

extension.

Note also that if ß2 is as in (1.1), then (sin(iB))/B has finite velocity of

propagation.

2. The locally compact abelian case. In order to extend Theorem 1 to an

arbitrary locally compact abelian (LCA) group we use the theory of distributions

on such groups developed by F. Bruhat in [2], We will briefly review some of the

important facts below.

An elementary group is a group of the form C = R" x     x Z? x     where p,

q, and n ate nonnegative integers and R, T, Z, and $ represent the real numbers,

the circle group, the integers, and a finite abelian group, respectively. We let

33(G) be the set of complex-valued functions on G which are infinitely differentiable
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(with respect to the R and T variables) and have compact support. We define

S(g) to be the set of complex-valued functions on g which are infinitely differen-

tiate and which have the property that the product of any derivative of the func-

tion and any polynomial (in the R and Z variables) is bounded on G.

Let G be a locally compact abelian group. A pair of subgroups H, H' of G

will be called a good pair if the following three conditions are satisfied: H is a

subgroup generated by a compact neighborhood of the identity in G (such a sub-

group must be open); H' is a compact subgroup of H; H/H' is an elementary

group. If H, H' is a good pair of subgroups of G, then 9)(H, H') is defined to be

the set of continuous complex-valued functions on G which are supported on H

and constant on the cosets of H' such that the function induced on H/H' is in

3XH/H'). We define $(g) to be the union of the %H/H') for all good pairs of

subgroups H, H . The spaces &H/H') and S(g) are defined similarly. We give

2X//r//') the topology of SX/y/tf'), and 3)(g) the inductive limit topology; sim-

ilarly for S. Finally, we define fe(g) to be the set of all functions locally in

3)(g). Then 2)(g) C S(g) C g(g) and each of these inclusions is continuous with

dense image. A continuous linear functional on C£(G) is called a distribution on

g; if the functional can be extended continuously to S(g) it is called a tempered

distribution; with the appropriate definition of support, a distribution extends con-

tinuously to S(g) if and only if it has compact support.

If r is the dual of g and / eLHg), the Fourier transform / of / is defined

on r by /(y) = Jf(x)y(-x)dx, where dx is a fixed Haar measure on g. The

Fourier transform is an isomorphism of S(g) onto S(r). We define the Fourier

transform of a distribution by transposition, that is,T(/) = Tif) for T eS'(g),

/ e S(D. The Fourier transform is an isomorphism between S'(g) and S'(D.

In order to extend Theorem 1 to LCA groups we need to know that the stand-

ard facts about distributions on Euclidean spaces are true in general. These

facts are stated in the Appendix. In what follows, a reference to Theorem A.n

refers to a theorem in the Appendix.

The following is the main result of this section.

Theorem 2. Let G be a locally compact abelian group with dual group T.

Suppose that T does not contain R as a subgroup. Let ß be a measurable real-

valued function on T. Suppose that for every t > 0 there exists a compact sub-

set K( of G such that if /e L2(g) has compact support and if f(e L2(g) is de-

fined by ft(y) = f(y) cos(//3(y)), then ft also has compact support and in fact

(2.1) supp(/t)Csupp(/)+ Kt.

Suppose further that there exists tQ > 0 such that Ui^t: 0 < < < r.! is contained

in a compact set. Then for every t > 0, cosUß) is the Fourier transform of a
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distribution n( on G, and there is a compact open subgroup H of G such that

supp(pt) C H for all t > 0. // / is defined as above, then ft = f *p£. The function

\ß\ is equal almost everywhere to a function which is constant on the cosets of

the annihilator of H.

Conversely, given any real-valued measurable function ß on T such that

\ß\ is constant on the cosets of a compact open subgroup A of T, for every

t > 0 there exists p( e <2>'(G) such that pt = cos (iß) and such that, if f e L2(G)

has compact support and f is defined as above, then (2.1) holds with K( equal

to the annihilator of A for all t > 0.

Proof. We prove the converse first. Suppose \ß\ is constant on the cosets

of compact open ACT. For any / > 0, cos (tß) is in L°°(r), so by Theorem A.l

there exists pt e &'(G) with pt = cos(/j3). By Theorem A.2, supp(pt) C H for all

t > 0, where H is the annihilator of A. Now H is compact open because A is

compact open. If f€L2(G) has compact support and / e L 2(G) is defined by

/ = / cos(r/3), then, by Theorem A.6, / = (/*pr) and since the Fourier transform

is an isomorphism we have ft = /*pt. supp(/t) C supp(/) + supp(pt) C supp(/) + H.

We now turn to the first part of the theorem. We start by proving ß2 contin-

uous.

Lemma 5. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, ß2 is equal a.e. to a con-

tinuous function, even without the assumption that T does not contain R as a

subgroup. If r is metrizable we need not assume that Ui^,: 0 < r < tQ] is con-

tained in a compact set for some t Q.

Proof. For fixed f, for all / e L2{G) with compact support we have

/ (y) cos Ußiy)) = /t(y) for almost every y e T, and both / and / are continuous.

It follows that for every r there exists a continuous function C  on T such that

cos (tßiy)) = Ct(y) tot almost every y € T. Hence there is a subset A of T whose

complement has Haar measure 0 such that if y € A then cos (rß(y)) = Cjcy) tot

almost every t > 0.

Now suppose that yn —» y, where yn e A for all n = 1, 2,• • • .Then there is

a subset 3 of R which is almost all of the positive axis such that if / e B then

(2.2) cos(</8(yn)) = C4(yB) —» Ctiy)   as n —»».

Since these functions are bounded by 1, we see that for all s > 0

sin (spVJ) rs

-^f"|, -W)^/; Ct(y)dt

where we use the convention (sin(s • 0))/0 = s. We claim that there must exist
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s eB such that fsQ C({y)dt 4 0. For, otherwise Ct(y) = 0 for a.e. / > 0, and from

(2.2), cos(t|8(yn)) -.0 for a.e. t > 0 as n     ~. Hence cos(2//3(yn)) =

2 cos2(i/3(yn)) - 1 —» — 1 for a.e. t, a contradiction. Therefore there exists

s e ß as wanted, and

(  )2    1-[cos */%„)]? l-C(y)2

Y"   =[(sin sß{y„))/ß(yn)]2~* (/* Cf(y)d7)2'

If ye A, then Cs(y) = cos(sj8(y)) and Cß(y„))2 -»(j8(y))2. Hence /32 is se-

quentially continuous on A. Furthermore, if yt A, then (/S(yn))2 has a limit as

n —► cm for any sequence yn in A converging to y (such sequences exist since

A is almost all of V), and this limit is independent of the choice of sequence.

It is easy to see that if ß is redefined on the complement of A to be this limit

then ß2 is sequentially continuous, hence continuous if T is metrizable.

In the general case, in which T is not necessarily metrizable, let K be a

symmetric compact nbhd of 0 in G such that K(CK if 0 < t < tQ. Then K gen-

erates a a-compact open subgroup S of G. Now the dual of S is metrizable, and

this dual is IVS, where 2 is the annihilator of S. Suppose that yx and y2 lie

in the same coset of 2 in T. Define f e L2(G) by

/(*)=<*« Yi) if*eK»

= 0 otherwise.

Then /(yj) = measure of K 4 0. If /," / cosÜ/3), then it is clear that both / and

/t are supported on S if t < rQ, hence / and f( are constant on the cosets of 2, that

is, for all / < tQ, C^y^y,) = fjyj = //y2) = C/y2)/(y2) and /(yj) = /(y2) ^ 0, hence

C^yj) = Cf(y2). Now there exists ACT whose complement has measure 0 such

that, for ye A, Ct(y) = cos(tß(y)) for a.e. t > 0; hence if yt and y2 are in A

then cosO^yj)) = cos(//3(y2)) for a.e. t, hence (/3(yj))2 = (/3(y2))2. Define ß

on r/2 as follows. Since A is almost all of IP, by Lemma 6 (below), almost

every coset of T/2 must be of the form y + 2, y e A, and if jS(y + £) = ß(y),

then /S is well defined a.e. by the above. Suppose /eL (S) has compact support*

Define f( eL'(S) by f{ = / cos0)3). Now the Haar measure of S is the restriction

of the Haar measure of G since S is open, and / and /' can be considered func-

tions on G. Then ft(y) = /(y) cos (tßiy)) a.e. y^e TP. Hence supp(/t) C suppty) + K{

^ 5      By tne metrizable case proven above, ß can be altered on a set of T/S-

measure 0 so that \ß\ is continuous. Hence by Lemma 6 (below), ß can be

altered on a set of T-measure 0 so that \ß \ = \ß o nj is continuous.

Lemma 6. Let T be a locally compact abelian group with compact subgroup

2. Let rr: r —» T/2 fee      natural projection and let fl be a Haar measure on IP.
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// we define v on T/2 by iXE) = p(rr~ l(E)), then v is a Haar measure on T/2.

Furthermore, if A is a subset of T whose complement has Haar measure 0, then

the complement of 77(A) has Haar measure 0 as a subset of

Proof. It is clear that v is a translation-invariant measure, and it suffices to

show that it is nonzero on open sets and finite on compact sets. The first is clear

because 77-1(E) is open if E is open, and so it only remains to show that if E

is compact in T/2 then n~l{E) is compact in T. Given compact E in let

(fy)yej be an open cover of n~KE) by sets with compact closure. Then {nil!        is an

open cover of E, and by compactness E is contained in a finite subcover, E C n-((/y ) U

• ■•UjKI/. ). Clearly, 77_1(E)C([/. U • • • U (/■ ) + H. So 77-1(E) is contained
Jn m i\ in

in a compact set and since it is closed it must be compact.

As for the second statement, let A and ~ 77(A) denote the complements of A

and 77(A) in G and G/H. Then i/OmKA)) = p(77-1U ir[A))) < p(A) = 0.

We now return to the theorem. Let ß have the property of the Theorem. We

may assume by Lemma' 5 that ß   is continuous. Let fe L2(G) have compact

support and define / by f,"f cos 0/3). By Theorem A.l there exists p4 e S'(G)

such that ßt is the function cos 0/3). By Theorem A.6, ft = f *Pt- By hypothesis,

suppO/j) C supp(/) + Kf. Given any compact nbhd / of 0, there is a net of func-

tions fa all having support in / such that fa —* SQ in J)'(G), 8q being the point

mass at 0e G. If fa t'fa*lit, then fa t — pt in fD'(G) (see Bruhat [2, p. 57])

and supp(/a><) C supp(/a) + K(C ] + K{. Hence supp(pt) C J + K{, and since /

is any compact nbhd of 0e G we have supp(pt) C K(.

We suppose from now on that K( = supp (p^.

Consider any one-parameter subgroup of T, that is a continuous homomor-

phism p: R —» T. For fixed y0 e T, we have

p((y0 + p(r)) = cos Uß(yQ + p(r))).

In Theorem A.7, take G2 = G and Gj = R, and let v( = Pq^-Yq)^- Then

^ e §'(R) and for all r e R

<^ -r) = <(-y0)p/t -p(r)) = ((-y0)p/(p(r))

= pt(yQ + p(r)) = cos(f/3(y0 + p(r))).

Hence if /t = /*V{ f e E2(R) with compact support, then ft(r) =

fir) cos(tß{yQ + p(r))), and by Theorem 1 there exist real aQ, flj, and «2 such

that

(/3(y0 + p(r)))2 = a2r2 + a^r + a„.

Now the image of p lies in the connected component Tq of the identity in T.
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Since a connected group is the product of a Euclidean space and a compact con-

nected group, Tg must be compact, hence so are its cosets. But {yQ + p(r): r£ Rj

is in such a coset and ß2 is continuous, hence bounded, hence constant, that is,

(ßiy0 + p(r)))2 = (ß(y0))2   for all r £ R.

Since the one-parameter subgroups of T generate YQ (Hewitt and Ross [6, p. 410]),

it follows that ß2 is constant on the cosets of YQ. Hence also cosOjS) is con-

stant on the cosets of rn, and, by Theorem A.2, supp(pt) C HQ for all t > 0,

where HQ is the annihilator of Tq, hence open.

Since T/Tp is totally disconnected, every compact subset of HQ is con-

tained in a compact open subgroup of HQ, hence of G. Suppose K C K for

/ <_tQ. Then K C H, where H is a compact open subgroup. It follows from

Theorem A.6 and the identity cos (20) = 2(cos(0))2 - 1 that p2t= 2pi*pt-S0,

and now it is easy to see that K( C H for all t > 0.

A well-known structure theorem for locally compact abelian groups states

that any such group is isomorphic to the product of a Euclidean space and a group

that does not contain R as a subgroup (Weil [15, p. 110]). By applying Theorems

1 and 2 to each factor we get the following result, whose proof we omit (see [l]).

Theorem 3. Let G be a locally compact abelian group with dual group Y.

Suppose r = R" x Tj where Tj does not contain R as a subgroup. Let ß be a

measurable real-valued function on Y. Suppose that for every t > 0 there exists

a compact subset K( of G such that if f £ L2(G) has compact support and if

ft € L2(G) is defined by ft = f cositß), then f also has compact support and in

fact supp(/p C supp(/) + K(. Suppose further that there exists tQ > 0 such that

U!Kf: 0 < t < iQ! is contained in a compact set. Then after changing ß on a

set of measure 0 we have, for all (y, y) £ R™ x Tj,

(My. y»2 =  Z «tt(yVi + £ bi{y)y>+ ^
IZjzk&n ;= 1

where all of the coefficients a-k, b., and c are constant on the cosets of some

compact open subgroup Aj of Tj and [a^iy)] < M for all j (=1, - • •, n) and

y e r and some constant M.

And conversely.

3. Compact groups. The distributions discussed in Chapter 2 do not in

general have the property that supp(pt) is small if t is small. The following

theorem characterizes such p.( in the case of the circle group T.

We represent the circle as the interval [-n, n] with the endpoints identified

and addition modulo lit. For / e Ll(T), we define its Fourier transform to be
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= IZn ltx)e-inxdx, n e Z. Any / e L \-n, n) can be considered as a function on

R merely by defining it to be 0 off L-77, n]; the extended function is in L!(R)

and its Fourier transform on R is an extension of / on Z. Note that if / e 5)(T)

is 0 in a nbhd of n then its extension to R is in 3XR), and conversely if

/e 1XR) has its support in (-77, 77) then / can be considered a function on T.

Similarly one can identify distributions on T which are 0 in a nbhd of 77 and

distributions on R with support in (-77, 77).

Theorem 4. Let ß be a normegative function on Z and define p e 3)'(T) by

ßt= cos(i/3). Suppose that there exists t0> 0 such that supp(pt) C(-lAn, lAn) if

0 < r < rn. Then there exist «0, aJf and a2 in R such that

(3.1) (/3(«))2 = a2n2 + a^ + a„   /or a// » e Z,

aria*

(3.2) a2x2 + ajX + aQ > 0  /or a// x e R.

Conversely, given ß satisfying (3.1) and (3.2), and letting fi(= cos(tß), we

have

supp(pt) C [- t\fa~2, t\la2\   if t\fa~2 < it.

Proof. To establish the converse, let ß satisfy (3.1) and (3.2). By Theorem 1,

there exists v( e 3)'(R) such that vt(x) = cosUßix)) for all x e R, and suppd'P C

[-/Vfl^, t\[a~^[. If t\fa~^ < n then v( can be considered a distribution on T, and

v{{n) = p4(n) so that v{ = pf.

Now suppose we have p^ e 3)'(T) with pt = cos(r/3) and supp(p() C(-'An, '/in)

if 0 < t < t0. Let s(t) be the smallest number such that supp(pt) C L-s(i), sit)],

so that s(t) <Vw if 0 < f < fn. Now fi( *(i( = M(p2t + ^o^' ^0 being the point mass

at 0, and by the theorem of Titchmarsh-Lions (see [7]) s(2/) = 2s(/) if 2t < tQ.

By induction, s(t) = 2~"s(2ni) if 2"r <tQ, ne N. Now given any nonzero / < t0,

there exists n e N such that 2nt<tQ< 2n+1i. Then s(r) = 2"ns(2nr) < 2~"{lAn) <

nt/tQ, that is, s(t)<sQt, where sQ=n/tQ.

If /6 L2(R), supp(/) C{-lAn, Hn), and t<t0, then suppOZ+p^C (-77, 77),

and both / and /*pt can be considered as functions on R. Thus we have a map

fh*f*p-t from {/e L2(R): supp(/) C(-Ht7, Mn)\ into L2(R) which decreases

norms. We wish to show that / h* f *pt is a norm-decreasing map on all of L2(R)

into L2(R). Now if /€ L2(R) and supp(/) C (k - lAn, k + lAn) for some k, then

letting rk denote translation by k we have

i*V^t=rk{r_kf*^eL2{R)   and   ||/* p(|| 2 < ||/||,.
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If / e L2(R) has compact support, then / is a finite sum / = 2?./y, each /. having

support in an interval of length < n and supp(/y) pairwise disjoint, and so

/♦p^S.^/^eL^R) and

ll/*M2<ZH/y*M2^Zll/yll2=b/y
i i II i

Hence / h* f*VLt is a norm-decreasing map of {/e L2(R): supp(/) is compactj into

L 2(R). Hence it has an extension $>( defined on all of L 2(R), and this extension

is also norm-decreasing. Now the map / (-» f*fi( commutes with translations, so

$t must also. Hence by the theorem quoted in the introduction there exists

<PteL°°(R) suchthat ||<ptL<l and (<&t/T(x) = /(x)rp/x) for /eL2(R) and

x e R. But if / has compact support then ($tf) = ffi{, and so <f>t = fi{. Now by

the Paley-Wiener theorem, ßt has an entire extension F of exponential type

< sQt if t < /0, and we have that F = <f>t is bounded by 1 on R.

Now ß is defined only on Z, but cos(f/9(«)) = Ft(n) for all t < t0 and F

is defined on all of C. We must extend ß to R so that we can apply Theorem 1.

First we get a bound on ß. By a theorem of Bernstein (Zygmund [16, p. 276]),

we see that \F't(x)\ < sQt for all x € R. Hence for any n 6 N and r < tQ, we have

(3.3)

We claim

(3.4)

\Jß(n)
sin Us) ds = r ^cosO/SU + 1)) - cos(tß(n))\

= rl\pf*+ti - Ft(n)\ = r»|j"+I f;(x)^x

|fS(« + 1) - j8(n)| < 2 v/2 s„   for all « e Z.

For, if not, there exists n e Z such that |/3(« + l) - /3(n)| > 2v/2s0, hence if

rn = nißin + 1) + /3(«))_1 then <n < fQ. Let m = K(/3(n + l) + /3(n)), and consider

two cases:

(i) Suppose j8(« )>1Am. Then 3(/S(n + 1) + #»)) > 4/3(» + 1), and if ß(n) <

s < ß{n + 1), we have

ß(n)rr5s
/3(n + 1) + /S(n)

= g8(«)< ^<g8(n+l) =
tt/3(h + 1)

ß(n + 1) + /3(b) " 4

and so

IX sin t sds
n > \ßin + l) - ßin)\ sin 2 = -L |/3(« + l) - /5(«)|

4 \/2

> (l/v/2)2v/2 s0 > sc
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which contradicts (3.3).

(ii) Suppose pXn) <1Am. Then

'2  . ■
sin tsds

n

I TÄn+l) .  .    .1.1 rim/:
I „        sin r s as > I

|J/3(n) «      I \Jm/2

,/. rr\      1 /3U+l) + /3(«)^
VSin4T = ̂ j-2->So

again contradicting (3.3). Hence (3.4) must hold. It follows easily that

(3.5) |/3(«)| < 2v/2 s0|n| + \ß(0)\   for all n e Z.

Recall that the Fourier coefficients of a function in SXT) go to 0 faster

than any polynomial, and such a function is the uniform limit of its Fourier series.

Let / be any function in 3XT) with support in (-Mir, lAit). Defining /(,

t < Mf0, by f({n) - /(«) cos(r/3(n)), we see that supp(/t) C(-lAn, Hit). As func-

tions on R, / and / have Fourier transforms which extend to entire functions

on C. For z e C,

f(z)Ft(z) = ft(z) = Jr ft(s)e-iszds

=  £ /(«)cos(//3(«))/^2e-,s(z-">a-s.

n= -oo

Considering these as functions of t for fixed z, we get by formal termwise

differentiation

00

p^Wl-X /(«)/3(«)sin(/i8(«))J^22 e-fs(z-">a-s,
—00

—Afiz)Ft(z)} =- £ /(«)(/3(«))2cos(//3(n)) f'*
«< -oo

and this is justified because for any z e C, the series are uniformly summable in

t since /e?(T) and (3.5) holds. Also

-^[/U)F<U)] = -J^/22 ( £ f{n)(ß(n))2c0sUß{n))eins\e-iszds

dt \"= ~°° I

is the Fourier transform of a function in L2(R) supported on {-Hit, l4n).
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Now f(m)Ft(m) = Jim) cositßim)) if m e Z and

u2/a72)[/u)F,u)] = -ißim))2fim) cos (fjS(m)) = -(ß{m))2f{m)Ft{m)

so that if we let

u2/rf/2)[/u)Ftu)]

^''« F((z)/U)

where the denominator is ^ 0 then ß2 ( agrees with ß2 whenever they are both

defined. Also, for every z £ C there exists t < M'q such that F (iz) / 0, since

2F2-F2<= 1. Now if tt4t2, fx4fv

J2r?
—Af^F.iz)}
dt2

[Ft {z)hz)]=£[hz)F[z)]
t=tl   '2     2 <ft

[/>>F (z)]

since these are the Fourier transforms of functions with compact support C(~n, n)

and agree on Z, that is, the Fourier coefficients are the same. Hence we

get a single entire function fS2 extending the given ß2. Also / cos(//3) = (F'{ on

Z and both are Fourier transforms of functions in 2XR) with compact support, so

they are equal on C. Hence F (,x) = cos(/)8(x)) for all x e R.

So we have a family p{ it <%<0) of distributions on R with compact support

such that ßt = cosOjS) for some function ß on R. Define p( for M<0 < t < /Q by

p2t = 2p2 - 50. Then fi( = cosOjS) for these t also. Continue, defining p( e

ß'(R) for all t > 0, so that p< = cos(//3). Now j8 satisfies the hypotheses of

Theorem 1 and so must have the desired form.

Theorem 4 can be generalized to arbitrary compact connected abelian groups.

Recall that a group is compact and connected if and only if its dual is discrete

and torsion-free; see [10, p. 47].

Theorem 5. Ler G be a compact connected abelian group with dual group T.

Let ß be a real function on T and let pf e fD'(G) satisfy fi{ = cos itß). The fol-

lowing are equivalent:

(i) For every nbhd U of 0 in G there exists fn > 0 such that supp(pt) C U

for all t <tQ.

(ii) For every homomorphism p: Z —♦ T and every A e T, there exist dp, A),

bip, A), and c(p, A) in R such that

ißi\ + pin)))2 = aip, A)»2 + bip, A)n + dp, A)   for all neZ,

sup aip, A) < oo   for each such p, and

A

aip, A)r2 + bip, A)r + dp, A) > 0   for all r e R.
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Proof. SeeLl].

4. A nonabelian group. In this section we take a very brief look at what can

happen on nonabelian groups. We consider only a particular group where there is

an analogue of the Paley-Wiener theorem.

Consider the group § of complex matrices     _)such that |a|2 - |ß|2 = 1.
pa

This group is isomorphic to SL(2, R) under the map

G3
ai+bl b2~a2

b2 + a2 a^-b

where a = ax + ia2, ß = b1 + ib2. Each element of the group defines a conformal

mapping of the interior of the unit circle onto itself by z (-»[az + ß)/(ßz + a),

and two matrices define the same conformal mapping if and only if they are equal

or one is the negative of the other. The group we shall consider is the group G

of all conformal mappings of the unit circle, or, equivalently, the quotient of §

by KS ?U-J _?)!•
We let K be the compact subgroup of G consisting of all rotations, or the

subgroup

fei6 0

.-i6
of g

(this will cause no confusion). A function / on G (or §) is called a spherical

function if fikgk') = /(g) for all k, k' € K and g e G (or §).

For each s 6 C on the line Re(s) = lA, define a unitary representation [/(•, s)

of G on L2(T) by

[Uig. s)f]{z) = \digz)/dz\sf(gz)    (g e G, / e L2(T), |«| = l).

(For details of this and what follows, see Ehrenpreis and Mautner [3].) We call

{s e C: Re(s) = Ml the dual of G. Let *n = ein6, n = 0, ±1, ±2,.. • be the usual

orthonormal basis of L2(T). The Fourier transform of a function fe LHG) is in

general an operator-valued function; for each s, f(s) is a bounded operator on

L2(T). But if / is a spherical function, then (f(s)an, am) = 0 unless n = m = 0,

and so f(s) is determined by the scalar (f(s)a0, aQ) = /G/(g)(tXg, s)aQ, aQ) dg.

Hence the Fourier transform of a spherical L1 function can be considered a scalar-

valued function /(s) on {Re(s) = lA\.

A form of the Plancherel theorem holds for spherical functions, the measure

on {Re(s) = XA\ being
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-zts-M)tan(-7r(s-H))^,

or, letting s = 1A + it,

e™ - e-*t
(it)tan{-int)dt = t-dt.

em + e-m

That is, if / is a spherical function in L1 H L2(G), then

Sc\f^\2äg^\f(^it)\2t^^tdL

Now G has a bi-variant Laplace-Beltrami operator A, which on the spherical

functions corresponds to multiplication by s(l - s) on the dual. That is, if / is

in the space SC°£ of infinitely differentiable spherical functions with compact

support, then (A/) (s) = s(l - s)f{s). If a > 0 and c>-lAa, then aA + c corre-

sponds to multiplication by «s(l - s) + c = ai}A + it)(lA - it) + c = a(M + t2) + c > 0.

If B is defined on the spherical L2 functions by (Bf) (s) = \as(l - s) +c|^/(s),

then B is densely defined and both cos itB) and (sin(/B))/B are bounded opera-

tors on the spherical L2 functions by the Plancherel theorem. The Paley-Wiener

theorem for G (Ehrenpreis   [3, p. 13]) states that if / e SC°£, then / is in S(R), /

has an entire extension of exponential type (the type depending on the size of the

support), and /(s) = f(l - s); and conversely. From this it follows easily that

cos(rB) maps SC~ onto itself, and in fact supp(cos(rß)) C supp(/) + Kf inde-

pendent of /; and the same is true of (sin {tB))/B.

Note that if does not make sense to say that B is a translation-invariant

operator on the spherical functions because the set of spherical functions is not

invariant under translation.

A converse holds in the following sense: Let ß be a real-valued measurable

function on |Re(s) = lA\. Then by the Plancherel theorem ß determines a densely

defined operator B on the spherical L2 functions by (B/)~(s)= f(s)ß(s). If

supp(cos(iß)/) C supp(/) + K( or all t > 0 and all / e SC~ and some K inde-

pendent of /, then B2 = «A + c, a > 0, c > - Ma. For, cositß) is entire of ex-

ponential type for the usual reasons and cos (tß(s)) = cos(r/S(l - s)), hence

(ß(s))2 = bs2 + as + c and (ß(s))2 = (ß(l- s))2. Therefore a + b = 0, iß(s))2 =

as(l - s) + c.

APPENDIX

We state here those facts about distributions on LCA groups which are

needed in the proof of Theorem 2. They are probably well known to the experts,

but do not seem to have found their way into print. The proofs invariably depend

upon reduction to the case of elementary groups. Complete proofs can be found

in [1].
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Theorem A.l. If f £ LP(G), 1 < p < <*>, then the map $h/g cf&x)f(x)dx is a

tempered distribution on G. If f e L2(G), then the Fourier transform of the dis-

tribution determined by f is the distribution determined by f £ L2(T).

For any x £ G we define rx on S(G) by (rx<£)(y) = <f>(y - x). Now rx is a

continuous map of S(G) into itself, and we define tx on S'(G) by transposition,

that is, (rxT)(0) = T(Tx<f>) for all <f> £ S(G).

Theorem A.2. Let H be an open subgroup of G and ACT the annihilator

of H. Let T £ S'(G). Then the support of T is contained in H if and only if f is

invariant under translation by A, that is, if and only if r^t = f for all ye A,

We recall the notion of tensor product and convolution of distributions from

Bruhat [2]. Given two locally compact groups Gj and G2, and SelD'lGj) and

T £ i/'(G2), there is a unique distribution S ® T £ 3)'(G j x G2) such that

(S ® TXrp^ ® <p2) = S(rp1)T(rp2) for all (f>. £ 9Xg.), fm 1, 2. Then Fubini's theorem

is true, that is, for any <f> £ 9XGj x G2), (s ® T){cp) = SxTycfi(x, y) = TySy).

For any closed sets A and B of G, the following two conditions are equiv-

alent:

(i) For every compact subset K of G, (A x B) D K* is compact in G x G,

where K+ = }(*, y): x + y e K\.

(ii) For every compact KCG, A n(K - B) is compact in G.

If A and B satisfy these conditions, we say that they are compatible.

If S, Te3)'(G) and supp(S) and supp(T) are compatible, then we define

S*T{j>)= (Sx ® Ty)<ß(x + y) for <f> £ 3XG), and then S * TefC'(G).

Theorem A.3. Let a £ ä>{G), Te9)'(G), and suppose that supp(a) and

supp(T) are compatible. Then a* T is the function

(a* T)(x)= (Ty, a(x-y)),

and this function is in 6(G).

Definition. Let G = R" x T* x Z« x 0. Define QM(G) to be the set of all

complex-valued functions / on G which are infinitely differentiable with respect

to the R and T variables, and such that for every 0£ N" and re Np there exists

k £ Z such that

(l + |x|2)*(l + \m\2)kD^tf{x, t.m.cp)

is bounded on G, where

er, er     r, r

nCr>r   5 1      .3 « d 1      <9 «
l>    , = —— • > • —— — . • • ——,

a, o-    r, r
6V ^
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Definition. For any locally compact abelian group G, define 0M(G) to be the

set of all functions a in ß(G) such that for every good pair H, H' in G there

exists a subgroup H" of G such that H, H" is a good pair and the restriction of a

to H is constant on the cosets of H", inducing a function & in 0M(H/H").

Theorem A.4. For any locally compact abelian group g, we have G^G) =

la e S(G): arp e cS(G) for all rp e Hg)\.

Theorem A.5. // Te6'(G), where g is a locally compact abelian group, then

t e G^r), and in fact f is given by the function f{y) = (T, y).

Theorem A.6. // G is a locally compact abelian group, s e e>'(G), and Te

&'(g), then s*TeS'(G) and (s *t)~- XT.

Theorem A.7. Lei p: Tj —► T2 fee a continuous homomorphism between locally

compact abelian groups, pQ: G2 —• G, ifs adjoint. Then p'0(<p) = rp o p0 defines

a map p'Q: ß(Gj) —♦ 6(G2) according to Bruhat [2, p. 57, Proposition 8]. Ler

pg: €'(G2) —» ̂'(Gj) fee irs adjoint, that is, if pe S'(G2) then <pg(p), <£) =

(p,p0(tp)) for all cf>e&(gl). Then for every yx e Tj a«d" pe6'(G2), we have

(h, pCy^) = (Po^p), y^. A/so supp(pgp) Cp0(supp(p)).
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